Abstract. Multi-instrument observations of a small substorm event on 9 October 2000 provide, with high time resolution, two-dimensional information about substorm dynamics. A sequence of three optical intensifications, each associated with a Pi2 burst, were found, in which the third auroral intensification marked the onset of a small substorm. All three intensifications originated close to midnight, but evolved progressively eastward. Within each of the three optical intensifications, a few azimuthally-spaced patches appeared, the first one near midnight and the subsequent patches successively eastward in the postmidnight sector, providing evidence for drift wave activity in the neargeosynchronous-orbit plasma sheet (NGOPS). The Super-DARN measurements reveal the development of eastward electric fields at NGOPS latitude within each Pi2 burst interval. These observations can be interpreted as supporting the drift-Alfvén-ballooning (DAB) mode instability and its role in substorm expansion at NGOPS.
Introduction
Plasma macroinstabilities occurring in the neargeosynchronous-orbit plasma sheet (NGOPS) are a key component of the near-Earth initiation scenario of substorms (Lui, 1996; 2001) . Suggestions for the particular type of NGOPS instability include the cross-field current instability (Lui et al, 1991) , the drift-Alfvén-ballooning (DAB) instability (Roux et al., 1991) , the shear flow ballooning instability (Samson et al., 1996) , and the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling feedback instability (Kan, 1993) . The ballooning instability initially proposed by Roux et al. (1991) was criticized by Ohtani and Tamao (1993) etc. In 19 out of 22
Correspondence to: J. Liang (liang@dansas.usask.ca) events they studied, when taking into account the stabilizing effects of plasma compressibility, they claimed that a necessary condition for the ballooning instability was not satisfied. However, Liu (1997) pointed out that Ohtani and Tamao (1993) erred in their handling of the parallel momentum equation. A correction of this error leads to a much increased likelihood of ballooning instability occurrence in a realistic plasma sheet. Two-fluid MHD simulations by Pu et al. (1997) showed two unstable drift-ballooning mode (DBM) solutions, namely DBM1 (conventional ballooning mode) and DBM2 (Alfvénic ballooning mode), of which the latter is more easily excited in the late substorm growth phase. Using GEOS 2 observations they found that the necessary conditions for DBM2 were fulfilled in 14 out of 16 events. Ivanov and Pokhotelov (1987) and Ivanov et al. (1992) showed that the introduction of plasma pressure gradients which are not aligned with the curvature vector of the magnetic field would facilitate the growth of the flute/ballooning instability. According to their theory, if there exists a compression of the NGOPS plasma in the midnight sector, then the wave vector associated with the instability is westward in the evening and eastward in the morning. Elphinstone et al. (1995) studied the azimuthally spaced auroral forms (AAFs) observed during auroral substorms and suggested that the AAFs are associated with this modified drift ballooning instability. The CRRES satellite observations provided clear evidence which related the NGOPS instability, in particular the DAB mode, to the substorm expansion phase (EP) onset (Yeoman et al., 1994; Maynard et al., 1996; Erickson et al., 2000) . Erickson et al. (2000) suggested that the amplitude of polarization electric field oscillations in the drift wave increases with the growth of the instability, causing eastward excursions of the total electric field. During such an eastward excursion of net E-field, the drift wave couples to the Alfvén mode, causing energy transfer to the ionosphere and leading to a substorm expansion.
The study in the present paper is a continuation of the work presented in Liang et al. (2004) (hereafter referred as LJ04). In LJ04, we analyzed a small substorm event that occurred on 9 October 2000 during dominantly IMF B y +, B z + conditions, focusing on the global ionospheric convection and its association with the solar wind variations and the substorm evolution. In the current paper, we will focus on the details of the auroral variations during the substorm event and on their possible explanation in terms of the neargeosynchronous onset substorm scenario, in particular the DAB mode instabilities. With high temporal resolution and extensive spatial coverage, the origin and subsequent evolution of each auroral activation during the event sequence are investigated. Azimuthally-spaced auroral patches that appeared successively from midnight toward the morning sector were identified, and are interpreted as evidence of DAB instabilities occurring in the near-midnight NGOPS. The optical, magnetic and HF radar signatures of the event are found to be consistent with the DAB substorm scenario developed by Maynard et al. (1996) and Erickson et al. (2000) , based upon the CRRES observations.
Description of the equipment
The main instruments for this study are the NORSTAR (NORthern Solar Terrestrial ARray) all-sky imager at Rankin Inlet, the SuperDARN (Super Dual Auroral Radar Network) HF radars at Saskatoon and Kapuskasing, the CANOPUS (Canadian Auroral Network for the OPEN Program Unified Study) magnetometers and riometers, and the CANOPUS meridian scanning photometers (MSPs) at Gillam and Fort Smith. The coordinates and the UT times of local magnetic midnight at the relevant stations are listed in Table 1 . The SuperDARN radars (Greenwald et al., 1995) measure the coherent backscattered power and Doppler spectra associated with decameter-scale field-aligned irregularities in the ionospheric E and F -regions. Each radar employs a single beam which is directed to 16 successive angular positions, with successive beams separated by 3.24 • . The wedgeshaped field-of-view (FoV) is thus about 52 • wide in for each radar, and the sequence of 16 beams is normally covered in a 2-min scan. The most important parameter observed by the radar is the Doppler velocity of the irregularities, which at F -region heights yields a measure of the line-of-sight convective drift of the plasma, given by v=E×B B 2 , where E is the electric field and B is the geomagnetic field. By combining the measurements from one or more pairs of radars with overlapping FoVs, a large-scale map of the two-dimensional convection velocity in a plane perpendicular to B can be obtained every two minutes (or one minute in fast scan mode).
NORSTAR (NORthern Solar Terrestrial ARray) is an optical and radio facility designed to remotely sense auroral precipitation on a continental scale. Each NORSTAR allsky imager (NASI) collects data at four auroral wavelengths (471.3, 557.7, 630.0, 486.1 nm) , with an acquisition interval of 10-60 s per image. The NASI at Rankin Inlet, which provides the best coverage for collaborative studies with the Saskatoon-Kapuskasing radar pair, is used in this paper.
Auroral data are also taken from the meridian scanning photometers (MSPs) at Gillam and Fort Smith. The instruments are eight-channel filter wheel photometers. Five of the eight channels measure auroral emissions (470.9 nm, 486.1 nm twice, 557.7 nm and 630.0 nm). Each MSP measures the optical emission along its meridian scan line with 1-minute resolution, over seventeen 0.5 • latitude bins (for the emission height at 110 km), with the middle bin centered above the station (bin 0 is the most poleward and bin 16 the most equatorward).
To complement the study, the data from the CANOPUS magnetometer, meridian scanning photometers (MSPs) and riometer arrays are also used. Figure 1 shows the locations of the magnetometer sites (black dots), the circular FoV of the Rankin Inlet NASI for the 630 nm oxygen red line, assuming a 215 km emission height (the reason for choosing that height will be discussed below), the meridian scan lines of the MSPs at Gillam and Fort Smith (denoted by thick lines), and the centerlines of the 16 SuperDARN beams from Saskatoon and from Kapuskasing. The magnetic latitudes shown on the background geographic map are AACGM (Altitude Adjusted Corrected GeoMagnetic) coordinates (Baker and Wing, 1989) . At each CANOPUS magnetometer station, a zenith riometer with a 4-element antenna and a single Table 1 are shown in black dots. The scan lines of the Gillam and Fort Smith MSPs are shown in gray lines. The asterisks labeled G8 and G10 denote respectively the ionospheric footprints of the GOES-8 and GOES-10 satellites calculated from the T89c model (Tsyganenko, 1989) with Kp=1. Table 1 are shown in black dots. The scan lines of the Gillam and Fort Smith MSPs are shown in gray lines. The asterisks labeled G8 and G10 denote respectively the ionospheric footprints of the GOES-8 and GOES-10 satellites calculated from the T89c model (Tsyganenko, 1989) with K p =1.
150 kHz broadband receiver is also deployed. The riometer measures the cosmic radio noise absorption at 30 MHz. This absorption can occur either in the lower ionospheric E−region due to the anomalous electron heating by plasma wave instabilities (Schlegel and St.-Maurice, 1981) , or in the D−region due to hard electron (>40 keV) precipitation (Penman et al., 1979) . Both of these processes are normally associated with auroral intensifications (Stoker et al., 1996; 1997) .
The multi-instrument observations

CANOPUS magnetometer, riometer and photometer observations
In terms of magnetic activity, 9 October was in fact the fourth quietest day of the month. The Kp index values during the first three 3-h UT intervals were 1−, 0+ and 0+. However, as described in LJ04 (Fig. 2 in the paper), a sequence of three well-defined magnetic and optical auroral activations were found. The first two activations are classified as pseudobreakups, while the last and strongest activation is classified as a small substorm expansive phase (EP). The reason for such distinction will be readdressed at the end of this section when we summarize all the observations. substorm-associated auroral brightening usually begins at the equatorward-most arc in the auroral oval (Akasofu, 1964) . The Gillam MSP observations also showed that the intensification region was definitely poleward of ∼68 • MLAT, again at latitudes somewhat higher than the equatorward border of the auroral oval. However, we will argue that this behaviour is a local effect due to the one-dimensional nature of the MSP measurements. The initial auroral brightening at the very beginning of an EP onset appears to have occurred in the equatorward part of the auroral oval at a longitudinal position somewhere between Gillam and Fort Smith. The subsequent brightening would propagate both westward and eastward, as well as poleward. Therefore the auroral brightening observed on the MSP scan line would be located at latitudes greater than the initiation site latitude. As we will show later from the two-dimensional NASI observations, a significant auroral brightening was found at the southwestern edge (∼67.5 • MLAT) of the NASI FoV. Starting at ∼08:02 UT, there is another auroral brightening, which can be seen from the Gillam MSP data, and the NASI observation shown later (see Panel 3 in Fig. 7) . Also, the Eskimo Point magnetometer observations show a second X-component magnetic bay which began at ∼08:02 UT and was even stronger than the ∼07:52 UT onset bay (see Fig. 2 in LJ04). Such a second-stage auroral brightening and its associated convection signature were investigated in LJ04, and were found to be consistent with the Stage-2 EP suggested by Erickson et al. (2000) . This feature will not be studied again in this paper. Figure 3 shows the riometer observations at several CANOPUS stations. At 07:32 UT, when the first Pi2 event and the auroral intensification began, there was a very steep rise in the 30 MHz cosmic radio wave absorption. About 2 min later a rise in absorption was also seen at Fort Smith. The riometer data at Fort Churchill did not show any rise of absorption corresponding to the first pseudobreakup because the first auroral activation never reached this poleward latitude. A second rise of absorption was first seen at Fort Smith at ∼07:39 UT, and subsequently at Rabbit Lake at ∼07:42 UT, and also at Fort Churchill (albeit a very small rise) at ∼07:44 UT. Starting at ∼07:54 UT, another large increase of the absorption, which accompanied the substorm EP, was seen almost simultaneously at Fort Churchill and Fort Smith. No noticeable propagation effect could be determined at that time. Thus, the riometer observations are consistent with the magnetic and optical auroral observations in that the riometers confirm the existence of three successive activations. Furthermore, the riometer observations provide important information about the origin and the subsequent propagation of the three activations.
The NASI 630 nm observations
The key observations for the event are the two-dimensional auroral emission images. The NASI data used in this paper are the raw data numbers after the flat-field calibration, which resolved the zenith angle dependence of the emission intensity. The flat-field calibration is usually accurate only at zenith angles less than 75 • . Beyond that, the calibration tends to overamplify the emission intensity. However, to have a full view of the auroral region, especially because that in this event the initiation was close to Rabbit Lake, for which the red-line emission is at about 80 • zenith angle as seen from Rankin Inlet, we were forced to compromise and use an upper limit of 80 • zenith angle. One should keep in mind that the absolute emission intensities near the edge of the FoV are likely to be somewhat amplified. The assumed emission height was determined from a best-fit parallax technique based on the comparison between the NASI and Gillam MSP observations, which is in principle similar to the triangulation method for two MSPs developed by Jackel et al. (2003) . Figure 4 gives the combined NASI 630 nm image and the SuperDARN convection velocities obtained from the Saskatoon and Kapuskasing radars from 07:30 to 07:38 UT. The NASI 630 nm images are acquired once every 20 s, so each 2-min frame in the figure is an average of up to 6 such images. The convection velocity maps are based on the global potential mapping procedure of Ruohoniemi and Baker (1998) . It should be noted that the SuperDARN convection velocities and the red-line emissions are both ionospheric F −region features, so combining them on one plot provides a reasonable picture of F -region ionospheric activity. The global ionospheric convection during the event sequence, and its association with the solar wind activation as well as its implication for the substorm evolution, were discussed in LJ04 and will not be repeated here. Instead, this paper will focus mainly on a detailed study of the optical auroral dynamics of the event. Figure 4 shows that, for 07:30-07:32 UT, there was diffuse weak aurora in the eastern half of the FoV, extending longitudinally from 02:30 to 03:00 MLT, but there was almost no activity near midnight. There are several possible causes of that diffuse weak aurora. It could have been due to excitation of oxygen by secondary electrons which had energies of about 5-10 eV and which resulted from proton precipitation. It is also possible that the diffuse aurora was caused by electron precipitation associated with electrons that had curvature-gradient drifted in the magnetotail from the midnight sector toward the morning sector, where there is evidence of a partial ring current. This emission region remained relatively unchanged in the eastward portion of the FoV during the subsequent more dynamic auroral activations which originated from the southwestern portion of the NASI FoV. It was in the latter region that the original patch subsequently brightened and spread eastward.
Clearly, by 07:32-07:34 UT, a midnight auroral patch had appeared at about 67-68 • MLAT and −36 to −40 • MLON. The patch was just east of Rabbit Lake (−42.48 • MLON). This intensification occurred in conjunction with both the first Pi2 burst and the first cosmic radio absorption enhancement starting at 07:32 UT at Rabbit Lake. Stoker et al. (1996; 1997) found that cosmic radio waves of decameter wavelength appeared to be absorbed more strongly in regions adjacent to discrete auroral arcs. In this regard, we notice that there is a void in the radar echoes within and near the intensified patch. That void was most likely due to the increasing absorption. It is interesting to notice that the auroral evolution involved a series of discrete patches. While the initial patch brightened and broadened, another distinct patch appeared at ∼−35 • , east of the initial patch. By 07:36-07:38 UT those two patches had almost merged together, while a third "detached" patch had appeared again at ∼−32 • MLON. Figure 5 shows the image from 07:40 to 07:48 UT, which is the interval of the second auroral intensification and the associated Pi2 burst. At 07:40-07:42 UT, the overall emission intensity was lower than in the previous frame at 07:36-07:38 UT, but a new set of discrete patches had emerged in the longitudinal sector from local midnight to ∼01:00 MLT. Those patches were found to have an alignment approximately perpendicular to the flow direction, and thus roughly parallel to the electric field. Those discrete patches intensified considerably by 07:42-07:44 UT. During the next two frames, those patches not only significantly brightened but also broadened and tended to merge. On the west side of NASI image, the poleward border of the bright aurora region had slightly expanded to ∼70 • MLAT. Figure 6 shows four images from 07:52 to 08:00 UT, which corresponds to the substorm EP interval. The auroral luminosity started to increase and expanded poleward following the onset at 07:52 UT. By 07:54-07:56 UT, significant auroral brightening and poleward expansion to (Ruohoniemi and Baker, 1998) during the intervals 07:30-07:38 UT. The radar data is for a standard 2-min scan, while the 20-s NASI data is averaged over that same 2-min interval. The chisquared value and the number of actual data points are labeled in the upper right corner of each frame. bright auroras are two clear discrete patches separated by ∼9 • in MLON. Again we notice these two patches were aligned nearly perpendicular to the flow direction. By 07:56-07:58 UT, both of these discrete patches had significantly broadened to bridge the gap between the two patches, but some fine structures seen as "split arcs" had developed. By 07:58-08:00 UT, the patch to the west had faded but the other continued to grow. An undulation in the auroral poleward border at ∼72 • MLAT can also be identified. In addition to the pronounced auroral brightening and poleward expansion, an overall eastward evolution of auroral brightening to ∼1.8 MLT is also clear from the plot sequence.
The high temporal resolution (20 s) of the NASI observations enables a detailed investigation to be made on the initi- ation and evolution of the auroral structures during each activation. The NASI image pixel locations of the band of maximum intensity were plotted as a function of time. The resulting plot, Fig. 7 , shows the latitude/longitude band of maximum luminosity versus time, and the maximum intensity versus time, from top to bottom, respectively. The gray band indicates intensities within 5% of the maximum intensity. To reduce the error caused by the flat-field calibration for large zenith angle observations, we will use the radially-integrated emission intensity to investigate the azimuthal auroral structure. This intensity is determined by integrating the raw data number (after the flat-field calibration) between zenith an- gles 58 • and 78 • , which fully covers the region of bright aurora, and within every 1 • -wide NASI azimuthal channel (the NASI azimuth is 0 for geographical north and increases in the clockwise sense). The results are shown in Figs. 8-10. As noted earlier, there were diffuse weak aurora emissions present in the eastern part of the FoV before 07:32 UT. This is seen in Fig. 7 as the region of diffuse intensity north of 68.5 • MLAT and east of −15 • MLON just before 07:32 UT. However, the growth of the first Pi2-associated patch of aurora began at about 07:32 UT, and the region of maximum intensity underwent a dramatic shift to the southwest part of the NASI FoV at about −40 • MLON, as shown in Fig. 7 . This first pseudobreakup was rather stable in latitude (67-68 • MLAT) after its initiation and showed no significant poleward propagation. Figure 8a gives the radially-integrated emission intensity versus the NASI azimuth angle during the first Pi2 burst and auroral intensification interval. In Fig. 8a , the first patch was located at ∼225 • azimuth at 07:32:01 UT. By 07:33:21 UT, the patch had expanded both westward and eastward, while a small "bump" appeared at ∼217 • azimuth. This small "bump" grew in magnitude and also broadened as it evolved into another intensified patch seen clearly from 07:34:21 UT to 07:35:41 UT. Another small "bump" at ∼207 • azimuth in turn appeared at 07:35:01 and developed into a third intensified patch seen clearly from 07:35:41 UT to 07:37:21 UT. The third patch showed a slope toward decreasing azimuth with time, which implied an eastward motion of the patch. In Fig. 8b we show the approximate geomagnetic positions of the above three successive discrete patches, based on Fig. 8a . The expansion of the originally azimuthally separated patches 1 and 2 gradually bridged the gap between them. By 07:36:41 UT those two patches had merged and formed an overall enhancement of luminosity over a broad region, though much fine structure still existed. At the same time a new patch on the east, initially weak and diffuse, began to develop at ∼190 • azimuth. Afterwards, several wave-like patches were discernible but all clearly showed pronounced eastward motion (indicated by dashed lines). A cross-correlation analysis among several successive frames after 07:37:21 UT revealed that the eastward speeds of those patches, assuming them to have been located at 68 • MLAT and 215 km height, are 980±150 m/s.
The second epoch of auroral intensification started at ∼07:40 UT, as seen from the second rise of maximum emission intensity shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 7 . At that time, a new high intensity structure emerged at about −45 • MLON and 67-68 • MLAT, near the southwestern edge of the NASI FoV. During the second auroral activation interval, the intensification structure first moved poleward up to ∼69.5 • MLAT until 07:45 UT, but then retreated equatorward to ∼67.5 • MLAT. In Fig. 9 , some structures persisted as remnants of the first pseudobreakup activity. However, a new patch at ∼250 • azimuth (the actual emergence time of this patch was ∼07:39 UT) led a new series of discrete intensified patches and thus a second epoch of auroral activation. Another patch at ∼237 • azimuth started to form at 07:40:21 UT and showed a slight eastward motion afterwards. A third patch at ∼225 • azimuth appeared at 07:42:21 UT. The approximate geomagnetic positions of the three discrete patches are plotted in Fig. 9b . It should be noted that, because the first midnight patch appeared at near the southwest edge of the NASI FoV, there is a strong possibility that the actual initiation site was further west and/or south of the NASI FoV. We notice that patch 3 disappeared momentarily at 07:42:21 UT, and reappeared at 07:42:42 UT, at which time patch 2 disappeared. After- ward patch 3 showed a clear eastward motion with velocity of 865±50 m/s, and original patch 1 significantly intensified and broadened at 07:44:21 UT and 07:45:21 UT. An overall enhancement of auroral luminosity over a broad region between patches 1 and 3 was seen.
The interval of special interest is from 07:52 to 08:00 UT, during which the auroral emission enhancement was much stronger than the previous two activations. Notice in Fig. 7 that, at the start of this activation, the brightening pixels within the NASI FoV were initially found at as far equatorward as ∼67.5 • MLAT and as far east as −50 • MLON. It should be noted that, since the brightening was seen to the very southwestern edge of the NASI FoV, the actual origin of the activation might have been even further south and/or west. After its initiation the bright regions moved significantly poleward to >71 • MLAT and eastward to ∼−35 • MLON. A north-east propagation of the auroral brightening is thus easily identified. After 07:58 UT the activation decayed, and the regions of maximum intensity retreated in latitude to 68.5-69 • MLAT but remained relatively stable in longitude. Figure 10a shows that the very first hint of the appearance of the westernmost patch was at ∼260 • at 07:52:21 UT. By 07:53:02 UT the initial patch had grown and another patch had appeared at ∼230 • azimuth. Those two patches strongly intensified and broadened up to 07:54:21 UT, and showed a slight eastward trend in their motion. As in the two previous activations, the two separated patches merged. The gap between them became filled by an auroral luminosity enhancement until there was virtually no gap at 07:55:01 UT. However, a considerable amount of fine structure in the intensity remained. A new weaker patch at ∼200 • azimuth appeared at 07:56:02 UT. After 07:56:41 UT, the ∼230 • patch intensity increased significantly, and there was an obvious eastward motion of all patches. From a cross-correlation analysis the eastward velocity was estimated to be 690±80 m/s at
In summary, the NASI observations with 20-s resolution behaved such that, during each auroral activation interval, several discrete intensified auroral patches could be identified. These patches have exactly the same signature as the azimuthally-spaced auroral forms (AAFs) reported by Elphinstone et al. (1995) . The patches appeared in a sequence such that each new patch formed a little to the east of the previous one. In agreement with the Elphinstone et al. (1995) AAF observations, the patches tended to propagate eastward in the postmidnight sector. After their initial appearance, the patches usually intensified and also expanded. The gaps between the patches were gradually filled with diffuse auroral luminosity, although discrete auroral structures persisted and usually showed an obvious eastward motion (600-1100 m/s) after the diffuse auroral luminosity enhancement. Since such intensified optical auroral patches was presumably associated with small-scale upward FAC structures, the eastward motion of those patches is consistent with the feature, and likely to be the optical counterpart, of the azimuthally propagating vortical current (APVC) associated with upward FACs in the postmidnight sector and usually observed after substorm EP onset (Wild and Yeoman, 2000) .
Figures 8b to 10b reveal another interesting feature, namely that the azimuthal separation between the patches tended to increase during the event sequence. For example, at the start of the first pseudobreakup interval, the first two patches were separated by 2-3 • MLON, while during the second pseudobreakup, the separation between adjacent patches was 4-5 • MLON. By the time of the Stage-1 substorm EP, the separation had increased to 8-9 • MLON.
Observations at the geosynchronous orbit
Two of the GOES geosynchronous satellites were so located as to provide useful information for the event. Unfortunately, they were not at positions that map to the radar and optical observation areas. GOES-10 was located to the west of our ground-observation area, and GOES-8 to the east. The ionospheric footprints of GOES-8 and GOES-10 were calculated from the T89c model (Tsyganenko, 1989) with Kp=1, and were plotted as asterisks in Fig. 1 . Figure 11 gives the magnetic fields measured by the two satellites from 07:00 to 09:00 UT. The GOES magnetic fields are converted to the VDH coordinate system, in which H is antiparallel to the dipole axis, V is radially outwards and is parallel to the magnetic equator, and D completes the right-hand orthogonal system and is positive eastward. The magnetic elevation angle θ B , which is defined by the equation,
is used to identify the dipolarization. On GOES-8 the θ B value increases from 49.6 • to 52 • during the interval 07:30-08:15 UT. This change is much smaller than that seen in a typical substorm dipolarization event (∼10 • change within 10 min was reported by Liou et al., 2002) but it nevertheless indicated a slight magnetic dipolarization at geosynchronous orbit. Considering that the substorm event studied in this paper is a minor and localized, and that, as shown by the NASI data, the auroral brightening never reached 03:00 MLT during the whole event, the small magnitude of the dipolarization observed on GOES-8 is reasonable. The GOES-8 data reveals that the dipolarization progressed in a multi-step way. The start times of each stepwise increase (shown by dotted lines in the bottom panel of Fig. 11 ) were found to be in accord with the start times of the three Pi2s and the associated auroral activations. On the other hand, on GOES-10 the θ B values were decreasing, so no magnetic dipolarization effect was seen. However, there were some small wave-like perturbations of magnetic fields with periods of ∼5 min from 07:32 to 08:05 UT (best seen in the GOES-10 H component). These indicate the existence of ULF Pc5 waves at geosynchronous orbit in the premidnight sector during the event interval. Magnetic perturbations of similar periods were also frequently observed at the CRESS satellite during the substorm EP (Erickson et al., 2000) . One possible cause could be the excitation of ULF Pc5 waves by drifting energetic particle fluxes via the drift and drift-bounce resonances (Southwood and Kivelson, 1982; Yeoman and Wright, 2001 ). The source of the westward-drifting energized protons is likely to have been the substorm-activated plasma sheet in the midnight sector. Energetic ions which were accelerated at the inner edge of the plasma sheet could have curvature-gradient drifted westward and produced the Pc5 pulsations on the GOES-10 via the drift resonance interaction. On the basis of the geosynchronous measurements and the convection, optical, magnetometer and riometer observations, some final remarks on the initiation and the spatial extent of the three auroral intensifications may be made. The site of the first activation at 07:32 UT was unambiguously determined from the NASI observations to be at ∼−39 • MLON, as seen from Fig. 4b . At the same time, there was an abrupt rise in the 30 MHz cosmic radio wave absorption at Rabbit Lake (see Fig. 3 ), just west of the initiation site. However, the original sites for the second and third auroral intensifications are not as clear. The Rankin Inlet NASI observations show that, for those two activations, the initial intensification occurred at the western edge of the FoV at midnight, indicating that the origin of that activation likely was located west of the NASI FoV, in the premidnight sector. For the second auroral activation, the MSP observations at Fort Smith showed much stronger emissions than 1). The MLT of the ionospheric footprint of the satellites, labeled at the bottom of the plot is calculated from the T89c model (Tsyganenko, 1989) with K p =1.
the Gillam MSP results. The riometer data also showed that the increase in absorption occurred first at Fort Smith, subsequently at Rabbit Lake and then at Fort Churchill, each separated by 2-3 min. Also, scrutiny of Fig. 2 reveals that the second Pi2 burst appeared first at Fort Smith and several minutes later at Gillam. The third activation differs from the previous two in several aspects. First, the magnitude of the magnetic disturbances (see Fig. 2 in LJ04) , and the intensity of the auroral emissions (see panel 3 in Fig. 7) were much stronger in the third activation. Secondly, only the third activation was associated with a significant poleward expansion (>70 • MLAT) of the bright aurora, which can be seen clearly from Fig. 6 as well as the top panel of Fig. 7 . Also, the riometer observations show that at Fort Churchill significant absorption enhancement occurred only during the third activation interval when the auroral expansion already had passed the station latitude. Therefore we have classified the third activation as a substorm EP, distinct from the previous two "pseudobreakups". The auroral intensifications observed from MSPs at Fort Smith and Gillam, as well as the absorption enhancement seen from riometers at Fort Churchill and Fort Smith, all occurred nearly simultaneously at ∼07:54 UT for the third activation.
We were unable to find other observation sets that could have been used to determine the exact initiation sites for the second and the third activations. However, as mentioned previously, the short-lived positive excursions of the X and Y magnetic components at Fort Smith at the start of the second pseudobreakup and the substorm EP are indicative of a passing WTS. Therefore we may infer that the initiation sites of the second and third activations were east of Fort Smith. For the second activation, the initiation site may have located close to Fort Smith so that the auroral, magnetic, and riometer signatures were first seen there and later expanded to "Manitoba line" stations. The initiation of the third activation (substorm EP), as we argued before, may have located somewhere longitudinally about midway between Gillam and Fort Smith, so that the required time for the eastward propagation to "Manitoba line" stations and the westward propagation to Fort Smith would be roughly the same. The geosynchronous GOES-10 data clearly shows that the western limit of all three activations never reached ∼23:00 MLT because no dipolarization effect was ever seen at GOES-10, but for each activation there was a small but clearly identifiable dipolarization effect seen on GOES-8 at ∼03:00 MLT. Furthermore, seen from the global SuperDARN convection observations presented in Fig. 3 in LJ04, the ionospheric convection in the postmidnight sector observed by the Saskatoon-Kapuskasing SuperDARN radar pair underwent dramatic changes during the whole event, but the premidnight convection observed by the Prince George-Kodiak radar pair was always small in magnitude and showed only slight changes in the pattern.
Considering all the facts above, the whole event is fundamentally different from "traditional" substorms which have an initiation site in the premidnight sector and normally show a well-defined westward propagation effect. In our event, the first activation occurred at ∼0.4 MLT. The initiation sites of the second and third activations might have been located longitudinally a few tens of minutes prior to midnight, but they underwent quite asymmetric longitudinal expansions subsequently. The eastward expansion was prevalent and was detected in the postmidnight sector by the Rankin Inlet NASI, the CANOPUS magnetometers and the MSPs in that sector.
Discussion
A small substorm event has been described in detail, using optical, magnetic and radar observations. In this section we will try to interpret the observed auroral intensifications in terms of successive "drift" waves in the NGOPS and the DAB instability. The DAB instability has long been considered to be one of the principal candidates for triggering the near-geosynchronous onset of substorms. In particular, the CRESS satellite observations (Maynard et al., 1996; Erickson et al., 2000) provided convincing evidence relating the DAB instability at NGOPS to the substorm EP onset process.
The drift ballooning instability in its simplest form is a magnetospheric interchange instability along the boundary of two distinct regions (Southwood and Kivelson, 1987) . A simplified sketch of the instability is shown in Fig. 12 . The gradients of the pressure and magnetic field both point earthward between the boundary of the dipole-like region and the tail-like region. Assume that there is an initial density perturbation moving in the azimuthal direction. Energetic ions and electrons will undergo westward and eastward drifts, respectively. Positive and negative charges accumulate at the edge of the propagating perturbation, producing polarization electric field δE and generating FACs. The resulting δE×B force tends to enhance the amplitude of the initial perturbation so that the instability grows. The polarization electric fields that develop in these waves can grow to such a size that, in a specific half-cycle of the wave, the eastward polarization electric field can reach a sufficient magnitude to overcome the normal westward dawn-to-dusk electric field and thus produce a net eastward electric field. In this half cycle, J·E<0 so this region acts as a "generator". Within that half-cycle the drift wave couples to the Alfvén ballooning mode and plasma kinetic energy is converted into electromagnetic energy which flows toward the ionosphere via Alfvén waves. Such a specific half-cycle of the drift wave was called a "trigger wave" by Erickson et al. (2000) . When, during such eastward polarization electric field excursions, the energy is released from the plasma at a rate faster than the plasma is energized by the background convection, the cross-tail current is reduced, and magnetic field dipolarization begins. The eastward electric field also leads to a tailward expansion of the "trigger waves" which maps to the ionosphere as a poleward expansion of the auroral intensification.
The evolution of azimuthally-spaced intensified patches during each auroral activation, as shown in Figs. 8-10 , provides evidence for the existence of such a drift wave structure in the NGOPS. Drift waves in a plasma with nonuniform pressure gradients usually exist in a form of partial standing wave, namely, a near-stationary standing wave within the region of strong pressure gradient, and gradual outward propagation and attenuation away from the region in both directions (e.g. Edwards and Rusbridge, 1982) . If there exists a compression of plasma in the midnight sector, the noncollinearity of the pressure gradient and the field line curvature vector may facilitate the instability growth (Ivanov et al., 1992) . The resulting wave vector of the DAB mode is preferentially westward in the premidnight sector and eastward in the postmidnight sector, but the tail conditions in these two sectors might differ in favoring the instability growth. In this particular event on 9 October 2000, we speculate that the instability was somewhat quenched somewhat in the premidnight sector since no subsequent magnetic dipolarization feature was seen there. On the other hand, a drift wave structure may have existed prior to the first pseudobreakup and extended into the postmidnight sector (see Fig. 13a ), where the tail conditions favored an explosive growth of the instability. However, such waves usually suffered increasing attenuation with longitudinal distance and thus span only a few wavelengths in azimuth (Roux et al., 1991) . With the growth of the instability, the wave packet in the midnight sector would first reach the "trigger wave" threshold ( Fig. 13b) , leading to the coupling of energy into the ionosphere and the formation of the initial auroral patch in the midnight sector. Away from the midnight sector, the drift waves might also grow to such a size that they become "trigger waves" some time later (Figs. 13c,d ). Finally, beyond some azimuthal limit, the instability would be extinguished by damping. According to this scenario, discrete auroral patches would be expected to appear successively from near-midnight toward the morning sector, showing an eastward progression. The azimuthally-spaced auroral structures observed by NASI were the ionospheric manifestations of such "trigger waves" and the associated energy transport processes in the NGOPS.
When energy is released from the NGOPS plasma faster than the background convection energizes it, the crosstail drift current is disrupted, and magnetic dipolarization begins. The current disruption/dipolarization rapidly expand azimuthally (Lopez and Lui, 1990) , spanning several wavelengths in azimuth as compared to the initial "trigger wave". This dipolarization process might have several consequences. First, the particle injection toward the inner edge of plasma sheet associated with the dipolarization may lead to enhanced electron precipitation via loss-cone scattering within the longitudinal extent of the dipolarization region, which explains the overall expansion and diffusive enhancement of the auroral luminosity after several intensifications of initially discrete and narrow patches. Second, the dipolarization may generate an earthward electric field in the central plasma sheet via a non-MHD "field-line slippage" process (Lui and Kamide, 2003) . This earthward electric field would lead to an eastward convective motion of the plasma. From the convection maps Figs. 4-6 it can be seen that, though there were sometimes unfortunately voids in the radar coverage inside the regions of intensified aurora, the overall convection pattern had a marked eastward component during each activation. The drift wave structure would be imbedded in such eastward-convecting plasma. This explains why, as seen in Figs. 8-10 , the discrete patches during each activation showed pronounced eastward motion after a diffuse enhancement of auroral emissions had taken place.
As mentioned earlier, the "trigger wave" during its eastward electric excursion produces Poynting flux which is car- ried toward the ionosphere by Alfvén waves. The Alfvén waves incident upon the ionosphere are partially reflected because of the impedance mismatch between the ionosphere and magnetosphere, effectively causing a secondary Alfvén wave to be launched from the ionosphere due to the disturbance of the ionospheric conductivities and electric fields. Such reflected secondary Alfvén waves carry return power from the ionosphere to the magnetosphere. These bouncing Alfvén waves establish the high-latitude Pi2 magnetic pulsations (Olson, 1999) . However, the electric field oscillations within the drift waves may not be completely in phase with these bouncing Alfvén waves (in phase means that there would only be an incident wave into the ionosphere during a half cycle with eastward electric field excursion and only a reflected Alfvén wave out of the ionosphere during the westward electric field excursion). In the actual situation, interference between the incident and the reflected Alfvén waves may occur (Maynard et al., 1996) . Such interference may modify the waveform of the initial "trigger wave" and thus cause fine structure in the auroral patch. Maynard et al. (1996) reported that, in one of their events, they found that a substorm expansion was already in progress when wave power returning from the ionosphere was observed at the CRESS satellite. However, the reflected Alfvén waves were out of phase with the magnetospheric electric field oscillation, with the result that the substorm electrojet turned off momentarily until the wave power and the electric field oscillations retuned to the in-phase condition. Figure 9 shows that, during the second auroral activation interval, patch 3 (∼225 • ) temporarily faded at 07:42:01 UT but was reactivated at 07:42:42 UT, while at the same time the original patch 2 totally disappeared. We believe such sequences are similar to the observations of Maynard et al. (1996) and have the same physical explanation, namely unfavorable (destructive) interference between the returning Alfvén waves and the "trigger waves" leading to quenching of the latter waves. When the energy contained in the drift wave at NGOPS is totally dissipated via the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling, the DAB instability and thus the auroral activation diminish until the next epoch of disturbances at NGOPS lead to a new series of "trigger waves" and new auroral activations. The DAB instability was most well-developed during the third activation (substorm EP interval), in which the "trigger waves" had expanded substantially tailward, as shown by the poleward extension to ∼71 • MLAT of the discrete auroral patch seen in Fig. 6 .
The time interval between successive appearances of discrete patches and their azimuthal distances in all three activations are listed in Table 2 . To identify the time intervals, we used the whole sequence of NASI images separated successively by 20 s. Within a given activation period, the emergence time of each discrete patch is defined as the time when the peak intensity of the growing patch exceeded the background value (prior to the existence of this patch) by 15%. The longitudinal separations between successive patches are compatible with the Elphinstone et al. (1995) results that the mode number of the AAFs ranged between 30 to 135, corresponding to an azimuthal wavelength of 2.7-12 • . The inferred "apparent" phase velocities of these wave-like patches mapped to geosynchronous orbit (L=6.7) are also given in Table 2 . It is important to note that the actual form of the DAB wave is usually extremely complicated, and the apparent phase velocities of the discrete optical patches, considered as the ionospheric signatures of "trigger waves" in the NGOPS, do not purely represent the drift wave phase speed but also depend upon the instability growth rate as well as the azimuthal attenuation factor. For example, during the third activation (the substorm EP interval, see Fig. 10 ), patch 3 lagged patch 2 by a relatively long time (∼2.5 min). This is expected because patch 3 was located considerably eastward of the original origin of the disturbance (presumably near midnight) so that strong damping had significantly delayed the time at which the DAB amplitude was able to reach the "trigger wave" threshold. Nevertheless, a general trend of increasing drift wave phase speed, which in turn implied an enhancement of particle energy involved, can still be inferred from Table 2 . By using the observed WTS expansion speed and simple linear DAB theory, Roux et al. (1991) estimated the energy of the ions involved to be ∼40 keV, for which the curvature-gradient drift velocity is about 100 km/s at geosynchronous orbit. Since in our event the substorm development evolved in a multi-step fashion and there were successive dipolarizations of the NGOPS magnetic field after 07:32 UT, as inferred from the GOES-8 observations in Fig. 11 , the particles became more and more energized in the NGOPS to a few tens of keV. The increase in particle energy, and also in the associated drift wave phase speed, naturally led to an increase in the wavelength of the drift wave, which would be seen in the ionosphere as an increasing azimuthal distance between successive patches in a sequence of activations.
Due to the negative and positive charges in the dipole structure of the drift waves, the FACs associated with the DAB mode should be filamentary. Hoffman et al. (1994) found that, during the substorm EP, while there was sufficient net upward FAC for electrojet closure, the fine structure of the FACs was indeed very filamentary. Either sign of FAC can be encountered locally. Evidence showing the filamentary FAC structures and the increasing wavelength of the drift wave can be found from the delay times between the red-line (630 nm) and H β blue-line (486.1 nm) peaks measured by the Gillam MSP in our event. Bin 7 of the MSP 486.1 nm emission is located ∼0.5 • north of Gillam station and shows the highest intensity of all the 17 bins during the interested event interval. The average intensity of the 630 nm emission in bins 7 and 8 of the 630 nm emission (bin 8 is centered above the station and bin 7 is ∼1 • north of it) occurs at the conjugate position to the 486.1 nm emission in bin 7. We shall associate the red-line and blue-line emissions with upward and downward FAC filaments, respectively, originating in the alternating electric charge structure of the drift waves. The red-line emission arises from the electron precipitation and is generally associated with upward FACs, while the blue-line emission arises from the proton precipitation and associated downward FACs. Figure 14 shows, in the left panel, the time variations of the intensities of the two emission lines. The right panel is obtained by matching the five peaks in the red line with the increasingly retarded peaks in the blue line. The fourth peak of each line is broad, making it difficult to assign a precise time to the blue line, so the center of the flat-topped peak was chosen. It is clear that the red line and blue line peaks occurred alternatively, with the red line peaks preceding. Such an ionospheric signature is consistent with the passage of a series of eastward-propagating "trigger waves" in the inner plasma sheet. It is also interesting to note that there is almost a linear increase with time in the delay of the blue line peaks with respect to the red line peaks (the dotted line at 45 • slope would be the line along which the peaks would occur if they were simultaneous), which implies that the negative and positive charges within the drift wave became separated by greater and greater distances. The possible reason for such an increase is exactly the one we used to explain the increasing azimuthal separation of the discrete intensified patches observed during each auroral activation, namely that the successive dipolarizations of the NGOPS magnetic field led to increasing energization and thus increasing curvaturegradient drift speed of the particles at NGOPS. As a result, the negative and positive charges within the drift wave would be separated by increasingly greater distances, causing the progressively greater time delay over the ground observation point between the passage of the upward FAC leg and the downward FAC leg within a "trigger wave", or equivalently, causing the increasing time lag between the red-line emissions and the H β emissions.
The radar electric field observations are also consistent with the existence of the "trigger waves". The "trigger wave" should contain an eastward polarization electric field sufficiently strong to overwhelm the background westward electric field in the plasma sheet. That eastward electric field should also map to the ionosphere and lead to poleward convective plasma flows. The oscillating polarization electric field δE associated with the drift waves was found to have a typical oscillation period of 60-90 s and was spatially confined. This electric field would produce very little effect on the convection maps (Figs. 4-6 ) based on the potential mapping procedure (Ruohoniemi and Baker, 1998) , because that the procedures employs averaging both in time and space. Therefore the convection map should show mainly the mean ambient electric field. However, the VLOS observations from individual radar beams can be used to achieve more time resolution, because the time interval between adjacent beams is 7 seconds.
The SuperDARN VLOS values for the Saskatoon radar are plotted in Fig. 15 for beams 1 through 6. Magnetic north is about midway between beams 3 and 4, so the six beam directions are no more than ∼10 • from magnetic north (recall that the beams are ∼3.24 • apart) at latitudes <70 • MLAT. The unwanted, low elevation angle echoes from the E region echoes can be excluded by using the Saskatoon radar elevation angle observations obtained from the radar interferometer mode. The Rabbit Lake magnetometer is selected for the detection of the Pi2 bursts because it is located near the center of the chosen radar beams. Different symbols are used for data from each of the beams. In effect, the Doppler lineof-sight velocity (VLOS) so measured is nearly the magnetic north-south component of the convection velocity. A positive VLOS value indicates that the flow is towards the radar and thus associated with westward electric field, while a negative VLOS value indicates that the flow is away from the radar and thus associated with an eastward electric field. For this analysis, the data were deliberately limited to the range cells at the lower latitudes where the Pi2 pulsations occurred. Although the radar echo occurrence was low in this region and there was some spread in the data, a clear trend can be seen. The overall VLOS was dominantly positive, implying a westward electric field, but some negative VLOS values appeared during the development of each Pi2 burst. In order to better illustrate this trend, the median value of all the Doppler velocities for each two-minute scan was determined, and these median values were joined by a dashed line. In the plot, the median VLOS values exhibit three clear minima which correspond exactly with the three maxima of the Pi2 wave trains. There is an obvious tendency toward eastward electric fields at the time of each Pi2 pulsation. Since the Pi2s were the manifestation of the bouncing Alfvén waves, we can conclude that such bouncing Alfvén waves and the related energy transfer between the magnetosphere and the ionosphere were closely associated with a westward-to-eastward turning of the magnetospheric electric field. This result is totally consistent with the CRRES observations that eastward electric field excursions inside the "trigger waves" lead to substorm expansions (Erickson et al., 2000) .
Conclusion
In this paper, the two-dimensional optical auroral structure of a substorm event on 9 October 2000, has been studied using NASI, radar, magnetometer, riometer and MSP data. A sequence of three magnetic and optical auroral activations was found during the event. The first two activations were weak and characteristic of pseudobreakups, while the last and strongest activation corresponded to a substorm EP. All three activations originated close to midnight, but evolved progressively eastward in the form of, firstly, a series of azimuthally-spaced patches appearing successively from midnight toward east, similar to the AAF observations by Elphinstone et al. (1995) , and secondly, an overall expansion and enhancement of the auroral luminosity between those patches. Most of the dynamic auroral and convection signatures were observed in the postmidnight sector. We have shown that the auroral activations could be readily explained in terms of the development of drift waves and DAB instabilities in the NGOPS. The azimuthally-spaced auroral patches observed by the NASI during each of the activation were the manifestation of the growing drift wave structures. The MSP blue-and red-line observations at Gillam give further evidence of the dipole structure and the increasing wavelength of the drift waves during the event sequence, which is likely the consequence of successive magnetic dipolarizations in the NGOPS. The SuperDARN line-of-sight velocity (VLOS) measurements revealed the development of eastward electric fields within each Pi2 burst interval, consistent with the CR-RES observations that the growing eastward electric fields inside the "trigger wave" leads to a substorm expansion (Erickson et al., 2000) .
